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- printing of promotional material with up to 8 colours

- printing of textile coupons 

- printing of technical details on samples of floor coverings 

and interior textiles

- printing format up to 70 cm by 100 cm

- transfer printing

- dieing

- hemming, piping and oversewing 

- cutting, serrating and bundling of fabric samples 

- relabelling and repairing of imported goods 

- production and stuffing of cushions 

- removing labels from branded items 

- quality control

- dieing and cutting of floor covering samples

- bevelling and binding with yarns or tape 

- composition of sample packs and glueing 

of samples on sample sheets

- rolling, sizing and packaging of carpets, 

runners and non-woven carpets

- stair treads and piece work 

- display dismantling

- assembly of parts 

- composition of parts 

- counting and sorting

- quality control

- packaging

- glueing

- repairing of goods 

- repackaging of goods

- large one-time assignments 

- quality control

- composition of product ranges 

- picking

- labelling and mailing

- display dismantling

- product sorting

- removing labels from branded items

- equipment dismantling 

- uncoiling

- cleaning of buildings and showrooms

- sanding and washing of walls 

- painting of classrooms and offices 

SILKSCREEN 
PRINTING

MANUFACTURING

CARPETING

ASSEMBLY

HANDLING

RECYCLING

MAINTENANCE

At AAROVA, flexibility, quality 
and timely delivery take centre 
stage, because that is what 
also matters for your company. 
What are you waiting for? Make 
AAROVA your preferred partner!

AAROVA is a young and dyna-
mic company with more than 
300 staff members. 

Our 7 departments can help 
you reach your goals and com-
plete your assignments, either 
at our premises or yours. 
We can become your produc-
tion unit, again either at our 
premises or yours. We have the 
expertise you need and guaran-
tee the best results at all times.



Sample making
For specialised knowledge, experience and a wide 
range of machinery for sample production there’s 
only one place to be: AAROVA. Let our experts take 
charge of your project. The possibilities are endless 
thanks to our impressive capacity.

Afwerking
The materials used to finish products are supplied directly 

to AAROVA. They are partly processed in-house to be 

dispatched as finished products.

Machinery
6 25-tonne cutting presses with a 70 cm by 70 cm 

cutting surface

1 150-tonne travelling head cutting press with a 200 cm 

by 100 cm cutting surface

3 overedging machines for fine carpet binding 

4 overedging machines for sample binding, including one 

for half-stitching or English stitching

2 bevelling machines to prevent samples from fraying

1 spreading trolley with cutting table for fabric rolls 

measuring up to 240 cm in width

1 recto table with cutting table for fabric on pallets 

measuring up to 280 cm in width

2 polytex cutting machines for sample cutting and 

serrating (width of 50 cm)

1 polytex cutting machine for sample cutting and 

serrating (width of 160 cm)

1 eight-colour silkscreen turntable with a 70 cm 

by 100 cm printing surface

1 eight-colour silkscreen turntable with a 50 cm 

by 80 cm printing surface

1 six-colour silkscreen turntable with a 40 cm by 60 cm 

printing surface

1 electric fixing oven

1 gas fixing oven

AAROVA has an in-house ink lab for the production of ink 

in all Pantone colours. Thanks to our numerous machines 

we can print a wide range of products of different sizes 

simultaneously. AAROVA also has several standard-sized 

cutting dies.

Outsourcing
At AAROVA we employ a team of people with disabilities. 

They can be dispatched to your company under our 

supervision for sample production, both for temporary 

and long-term projects.

Services: sdie cutting, bundling, bevelling, glueing 

samples on sample sheets etc.

Carpeting
services: 

yarn sample binding

sample taping

dieing or chopping to size

sample bevelling

glueing of small samples on PVC 

or cardboard sample sheets

label ironing

label glueing

composition of sample packs

composition and packaging of display sets

Textiles and upholstery fabrics
services: 

fabric cutting to size

fabric serrating

oversewing or binding of fabrics 

with transparent yarns

label glueing

cover application

composition of packs

glueing of small samples on sample sheets

silkscreen printing of technical details 

on the back of leather samples 

Vinyl, leather, imitation leather 
and sunshades
services: 

dieing or chopping to size

silkscreen printing of technical details 

on the back of the samples 

silkscreen printing of technical details 

on the front of the samples 

composition of sample packs

composition and packaging of display sets
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